IN-CENTER COMMITMENTS
We welcome to Center on Halsted all those who affirm and celebrate the values of these In-Center Commitments.

GUIDE
- Considerate and respectful interactions
- Open and accepting programs and services
- Experienced, skilled and responsive staff
- Clean and welcoming environment

EMPOWER
- Community health and well-being
- Equitable, inclusive and diverse spaces
- Safe spaces where we respect pronouns and differences in abilities

INSPIRE
- Excellence
- Extend access to individuals
- Engaged participants in our vision and mission

In order to achieve these commitments we ask guests to refrain from:
- Sale or use of illegal substances
- Sexual harassment or non-consensual touching
- Use or possession of weapons
- Smoking
- Sleeping on site
- Theft
- Sexual or financial solicitation
- Vandalism
- Bringing pets
- Use of harassing, harmful, and discriminatory language
- Physical violence or threat of physical violence
- Photographing or filming without authorization
- Touching of any service animal

Any behavior that endangers the values of these commitments or the safety of any individual or group should be reported:
centeronhalsted.org/report